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ABSTRACT: Cooling towers are a critical component in many power generation, chemical and integrated steel 
plants.Catastrophic equipment failure can result in safety hazards, lowered production, and expensive repairs. Blades 
are the important parts of the fan. The main objective of this research work is to find the resonance of cooling tower fan 
using vibration analysis. This method can eliminate the failures of the cooling tower fan blades, shorten the repair 
cycle, ensures the smooth production of the enterprise and improve economic efficiency. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

A cooling tower is a heat rejection device that rejects waste heat to the atmosphere through the cooling of a water 
stream to a lower temperature. They represent a relatively inexpensive and dependable means of removing low-grade 
heat from cooling water. Cooling towers make use of evaporation thereby some of the water is evaporated into a 
moving air stream and subsequently discharged into the atmosphere. As a result, the remainder of the water is cooled 
down significantly. Vibration monitoring of cooling tower fans, gear boxes, shafts, and engines gives early warning of 
machine failures. 
 

II. COOLING TOWER OF HOT STRIP MILLIN A STEEL INDUSTRY 
 

Hot Strip Mill consists of ROT (Run Out Table) Cooling Tower (Which cools the sheet metal coming from finishing 
stand 6 to Coiling box ) so after this cooling process the hot water enters into the induced draft counter flow cooling 
tower connected to it. It consists of 3 fans namely Fan-A, Fan-B and Fan-C.  
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RUN OUT TABLE COOLING SYSTEM 
 

 
 

Fig.1 Run out Table Cooling System 
 

The ROT cooling system is divided into nineteen (19) cooling zones. Each cooling zone consists of a top water wall 
header, a bottom spray header and side sweep sprays with additional air blow offs. There are two strip temperature 
measuring points. The purpose of the ROT cooling system is to cool the strip while it is travelling from the last FM 
stand to the down coiler pinch roll. The final coiling temperature is controlled in order to achieve the required 
mechanical properties of the strip. 

 
 

Fig.2 Structure to indicate the cooling tower fan 
 

III. PROBLEMDEFINITION 
 

The ROT Cooling Tower is a newly built structure with 3cells; during the commissioning we faced the problem of high 
vibration at full speed. Fans were started at predefined set of running speed. These fans were set at 750rpm, 1000rpm, 
1300rpm and 1490rpm (Full speed). Department advised to take vibration at these speed. Fans behavior was normal at 
750rpm, 1000rpm and 1300rpm. Overall Vibration of all the fans was 1.5mm/sec peak. After 3-4days dept run the fans 
at 1490rpm (full speed).  
Suddenly vibration was shoot up at 1490rpm, with FAN-B vibration was found very high at 9.1mm/sec peak and FAN-
A and FAN-C was slightly at lower side compared to FAN-B. It was noted that FFT reveals a High 1.2x peak of 
running RPM. 
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Fig.3Vibration spectrum of ROT Cooling Tower 
 FAN-B 

 
1.2x peak was not related to any bearing defects/gear meshing problem. It was certain peak which is causing higher 
magnitude vibration in the fan. Calculations has been done to find this frequency.  

 
IV. CALCULATIONS 

 
Motor Speed:1490rpm 
Gear Ratio:12.93 
Number of Blades:8 
Fan Speed: 115rpm 
Blade Pass Frequency: No Of Blades * Fan Speed 
                                         =   8*115=920rpm 
 
 
After these calculations, concluded out that 1.2x peak is the 2x Blade pass frequency. At high speed we got 1.2x as 
dominant peak in the spectrum and it is seen that it was dominant peak of all the fans. In FAN-A overall vibration was 
4.8mm/sec peak and in FAN-C overall vibration was 3.0mm/sec peak but the amplitude of 1.2x is less compared to 
FAN-B due to high vibration at FAN-B. Subsequently we carried out maintenance and adjusted the track length to 
1.5inches and blade angle to 110. 
 

V. ANALYSIS 
 

Initially data has been collected by attaching accelerometer @ motor bearings and found that 1840cpm as the most 
significant source of vibration. A 1840cpm will be considered as the 2x blade pass frequency as the fan rotating speed 
is (115cpm*8) multiplied twice. It should be noted that this frequency and magnitude are representative of the entire 
blade systems and not any one particular blade. From this information, it is concluded that there is some excitation 
causing the vibration. 
 

1.2x dominant peak with 
97%energy of overall vibration 
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In order to determine the blade vibration, a natural frequency or a resonance test has to be performed. The first set of 
data has been collected while the fan was in a static condition. In static condition, the transducer was mounted in 
vertical direction at the fan blade tip so that the sensitive axis would be in line with the flow of air through the fan. 
Then the data of each blade gathered by exciting by pulling down the blade until it reached approximately 2 inches and 
then released. This test was performed several times in order to ensure accuracy. The vibration spectrum has been 
obtained and the plot indicates the predominant frequency of 210-230cpm range. This is the natural resonant frequency 
of the blade as mounted on the fan.   
 
This peak results multiple of 4times of which is blade pass frequency of the fan, which is related to the fan cell design. 
The design of the fan cell is made such a way that in normal operating mode, the fan blade loads up as they perform 
work. This loading up is caused by the movement of air through the cell. The loaded blade condition is constant except 
when the blade passes through one of the four beams. When the blade positioned over one beam, the movement of air is 
interrupted. This interruption causes the blade to unload condition which results in resonance of the blade. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.4 Acceleration Vs Time Vibration spectrum of ROT Cooling Tower FAN-B 
 

 
 

Fig.5 Amplitude Vs Frequency Vibration spectrum of ROT Cooling Tower FAN-B 
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VIBRATION READINGS OF FAN-B AT 1490 RPM 
 
 

COMPONENT H V A 

MOTOR NDE 6.2 4.5 2.4 

MOTOR DE 9.2 4.7 1.6 

 
Table.1 Vibration Readings of Fan-B at 1490 Rpm 

 
Note: Readings are in mm/sec peak 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
 

The fan cell design provides an excitation force which is excited to the natural frequency of the blades. This means that 
the exciting force causes the high vibration throughout the cell, due to the position of FAN-Bbetween the other two 
cells the excitation has been summed up and amplified the vibration. The obvious solution was to change the resonant 
frequency of the blades. This could be accomplished by filling each blade by foam or by constructing it with a stiffer, 
fiberglass configuration. This will increase the natural frequency of the fan blades. 
 

VIBRATION READINGS OF FAN-BAT 1430RPM(After reducing the speed) 
 

COMPONENT H V A 

MOTOR NDE 1.0 1.5 1.5 

MOTOR DE 1.9 1.6 1.6 
 

Table. 2 Vibration Readings of Fan-B at 1430 Rpm 
(After reducing the speed) 

Note: Readings are in mm/sec peak 
 

 
 

Fig.6 Amplitude Vs Frequency Vibration spectrum of ROT Cooling Tower FAN-B (After reducing the speed) 
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In order to achieve this, a significant change in design of the blades or by increasing the number of blades has to be 
done. It is suggested to the department to run at lesser speed. So by changing the predefined speed the fan has run upto 
1430rpm and found vibration to the minimum limits. 
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